The Red Parts: A Memoir

One day in March 1969, twenty-three- year-old Jane Mixer was on her way home to tell her
parents she was getting married. She had arranged for a ride through the campus bulletin board
at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, where she was one of a handful of pioneering
women students at the law school. Her body was found the following morning just inside the
gates of a small cemetery fourteen miles away, shot twice in the head and strangled. Six other
young women were murdered around the same time, and it was assumed they had all been
victims of alleged serial killer John Collins, who was convicted of one of these crimes not long
after. Jane Mixers death was long considered to be one of the infamous Michigan Murders, as
they had come to be known. But officially, Janes murder remained unsolved, and Maggie
Nelson grew up haunted by the possibility that the killer of her mothers sister was still at large.
In an instance of remarkable serendipity, more than three decades later, a 2004 DNA match
led to the arrest of a new suspect for Janes murder at precisely the same time that Nelson was
set to publish a book of poetry about her aunts life and death - a book she had been working on
for years, and which assumed her aunts case to be closed forever. The Red Parts chronicles the
uncanny series of events that led to Nelsons interest in her aunts death, the reopening of the
case, the bizarre and brutal trial that ensued, and the effects these events had on the disparate
group of people they brought together. But The Red Parts is much more than a true crime
record of a murder, investigation, and trial. For into this story Nelson has woven a spare,
poetic account of a girlhood and early adulthood haunted by loss, mortality, mystery, and
betrayal, as well as a subtle but blistering look at the personal and political consequences of
our cultural fixation on dead (white) women. The result is a stark, fiercely intell
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The Red Parts is one of her more straightforward works. It is a memoir of the trial of the man
accused of murdering Nelson's aunt, a crime committed before. â€œThe Red Parts,â€• Maggie
Nelson's memoir of her aunt Jane's killing, which was one in a series that was labeled â€œthe
Michigan Murders,â€• opens. Buy The Red Parts: A Memoir by Maggie Nelson (ISBN: ) from
Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
â€œ[Maggie Nelson's The Red Parts is] an enthralling personal First time in paperback, a
genre-busting memoir by a major American essayist. Author Maggie Nelson's aunt was
murdered decades ago. Her new book chronicles the trial that ensues when the old, cold case is
reopened. The grisly Michigan murder of year-old law student Jane Mixer is evocatively
re-examined here by her niece, poet Nelson, in light of.
If you've read Nelson's brand of memoir before (though, like she said, she doesn't prefer the
term), this will come as no surprise. The Red Parts.
But The Red Parts is much more than a true crime record of a and beautifully written memoir
that poses vital questions about America's. The book, originally published in and newly
reissued, has a hook that could only ever work in nonfiction. The red parts: a memoir. Author:
Nelson, Maggie, Personal Author: Nelson, Maggie, Publication Information: New York: Free
Press, []. Now two of Nelson's earlier books â€“ The Red Parts and Bluets â€“ are come at
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autobiography from a different angle from the prose memoir.â€•. week, the seminar read The
Red Parts: A Memoir and completed the second writing assignment. If you didn't get a chance
to read The Red [ ].
Find great deals for The Red Parts: A Memoir by Maggie Nelson (, Hardcover). Shop with
confidence on eBay!.
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